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Big Finish Productions Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New. Note: This adventure continues on from last month s iDoctor Who: The Pursuit of
History. This range of two-part audio dramas stars Tom Baker reprising his most popular role as the
Fourth Doctor (from 1974 - 1981) with a number of his original TV companions. This fifth series
reunites the Doctor with Romana (Lalla Ward), a fellow Time Lord for adventures across Time and
Space! The TARDIS crew have unknowingly become embroiled in a web of deceit. A trap has been
laid across time and they have no possible means of escape. Destiny has ensnared them. The Doctor
is finally getting the chance to see the Conglomerate s work at first hand. Romana is working to
save the alien Laan once and for all. K9 is returning to Ancient Britain in search of an unusual power
source; the Doctor, Romana and K9. Today one of them will die. The pairing of the Doctor and
Romana harks back to the most-watched period of Doctor Who, one that to a generation is the most
loved and iconic and which broke the records for viewers of the show....
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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